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Abstract  
Electrical vehicles are considered sustainable transport alternatives as compared to conventional combustion 

engine vehicles due to their lower energy consumption and less pollutants production. The increased penetration 

of electric vehicles in the market depends upon technology to overcome the driving range barrier. That can be 

achieved by significantly planning the use of available charging stations. In this paper, a planning simulation 

model is presented which evaluates the feasibility of electric vehicles driving range when recharging is considered 

at home, at work or at quick charging stations in Flanders, Belgium. The proposed procedure plans a charging 

strategy for each electric vehicle so that entire scheduled tours of the individual can be executed successfully. The 

simulation starts by activating an agent for each electric vehicle that takes the daily schedule of the driver, 

registered charging requests at each charging station, and devises a charging strategy that may or may not require 

a detour to a charging station. Detouring to a charging station causes the time loss that result in the utility drop 

due to decreased participation in the planned activities. The charging station that leads to the minimum detour 

travel time, waiting time and recharging time is selected to minimize the time loss. The simulation uses a realistic 

travel demand predicted by an activity-based model. The results show the percentage of the population that can 

drive electric vehicle with charging only at home and/or work location; it also shows those who need a stop for 

recharging at a charging station. The results indicate the use of all charging stations over the day and also the 

waiting time as function of charging points at each charging station.  
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Nomenclature  
EV: Electric vehicle 

PHEV: Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle  

ICEV: Internal combustion engine vehicle  

QCS: Quick charging station  

SOC: State-of-charge in battery  

HH tour: Home-to-Home tour 

DCD: Deepest charging depletion threshold in battery. 

DER: Distributed energy resources  

1. Introduction  
Due to lower energy consumption, energy costs and less pollutants production, recently the electrical vehicles 

have become a popular green transportation means[1]. Electric vehicles are sustainable transport alternatives in 

contrast to conventional combustion engine vehicles. EVs use one or more electric motors to partially or entirely 

replace the internal combustion engine and are referred as electric vehicle (EV).  An electric vehicle may be 

powered through a collector system: by electricity from off-vehicle sources, or may be self-contained with a 

battery or generator to convert fuel to electricity. EVs include road and rail vehicles, surface and underwater 

vessels, electric aircraft and electric spacecraft. This paper focuses on BEV (battery only EV) cars. 
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Driving range is one of the challenges to meet the expected penetration of electric vehicles in the market[2]. The 

distance an electric vehicle can travel with full battery is known as the driving range. The range of electric vehicles 

available in market varies from 60 to more than 380 miles[3]. Temperature and driving style significantly affect 

the distance an electric vehicle can travel with a single recharge. The recharging time of an electric vehicle depends 

upon the power outlet rating, the battery capacity and the initial state of charge (SOC) of the battery. Recharging 

the EV depends upon the battery capacity and charging infrastructure. Using regular domestic power connection, 

charging the battery at home takes around 6 hours when the state of the charge in the battery is at deepest charging 

depletion (DCD) level. In a number of cases, home wiring can be upgraded to support chargers that can deliver 

more electric current, lowering the time required to charge the battery. In addition to charging at home, an 

infrastructure of commercial quick charging stations is being deployed during recent years. In order to stopover 

at charging station, the electric vehicle user needs to devote some time out of the planned schedule which results 

in time loss [4]. To minimize the time loss for charging, the electric vehicle driver must select an optimal charging 

station.  

To find an optimal charging station, the driver needs to know and compare the registered charging load at each 

station. Without an automated system, it is difficult to find an optimal charging station[5]. In this paper an 

automated framework is proposed that evaluates the feasibility of electric vehicles driving range when recharging 

at home, work or at a charging station is considered. A simulation model is mapped from the proposed framework 

for evaluation and testing. Representing the real systems via simulation allows exploring system behavior in an 

articulated way that is often either not possible or too risky in the real world[6]. The use of modeling and simulation 

within engineering field is important and well recognized. It belongs to the tool set of all application areas and has 

been included in the body of knowledge. It has been applied to a broad range of topics in transportation sciences 

including simulation of vehicles or pedestrian flow, car following and lane changing models, route choice 

modeling, and traffic simulation [7]. This is the key ingredient that drives most decisions in transportation planning 

and traffic operations. 

The simulation model that is described in this paper calculates charging requirements of EVs depending upon 

travel demand and further plans a charging strategy. It starts by activating an agent for each electric vehicle which 

takes the daily schedule of the driver; it knows the registered charging requests at each charging station and devises 

a charging strategy which may or may not require a detour to a charging station. Detouring to a charging station 

causes the time loss which results in the utility drop due to decreased participation in the planned activities. An 

optimal charging station which has the minimum detour travel time, waiting time and recharging time is selected 

to minimize the time loss. After selecting the optimal charging station, the electric vehicle agent updates the 

driver’s schedule by inserting a charging activity. EV agent interacts with charging station administrator to register 

the planned charging activity. The booked charging requests at all charging stations are administrated by an 

independent service. Another service which is named “power consumption tracker” in this paper, is used to track 

the power consumption over the day for each charging station. To evaluate the proposed framework, the population 

of Flanders region is simulated using the travel demand for a given day. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature. In the first part of Section 3, we present 

a conceptual framework and design details. In the second part, the implementation and technical details of the 

simulation model are presented. Simulation experiments, required data inputs and results are reported in Section 

4. Finally, conclusion and future work is presented in section 5. 

2. Literature Review 
 

The review focuses on the literature regarding recharging scheduling problems.  

Ma et al. [8] presented a scheduling strategy through simulation studies on workday and weekend scenarios that 

is realized as a moving window optimization scheme. This strategy optimizes the charging costs of an EV fleet 

with consideration of grid constraints. Authors claim that the presented strategy can optimally plan EV charging 

schedules with consideration of online information and uncertainties. Cardoso et al. [9] investigated optimal sizing 

and scheduling of distributed energy resource (DER) capacity at a given site, considering the potential effect of 

electric vehicles and uncertainty in driving schedules. A novel EV fleet aggregator model was introduced and 



stochastic formulation was added to DER-CAM, a widely used deterministic model in DER sizing and scheduling 

problems. Alonso et al. [10] presented an optimization algorithm to coordinate the charging of EVs that was 

developed and implemented using a genetic algorithm which results in an optimal schedule for charging EV 

batteries throughout the day. The realistic behavior of drivers was used to obtain the mobility patterns and parking 

availability aspect of EVs to improve the charging and discharging process. Venkatesh and Guan [11] proposed a 

globally optimal scheduling scheme and a locally optimal scheduling scheme for EV charging and discharging. 

The globally optimal solution provides the globally minimal total cost. Through simulations, authors demonstrated 

that the locally optimal scheduling scheme can achieve a performance close to the globally optimal scheduling 

scheme. Barco et al. [12], a methodology to plan the charging and the routes assignment for a BEVs fleet has been 

presented. This methodology considers the search of optimal routes and the minimization of operation costs. It 

has been found that the scheduling of charge and routes assignment have effects on the battery lifetime. A pattern 

for charging has been obtained, which allows increasing the battery lifetime. Floch et al. [13] developed and 

simulated a partial differential equation based model for grid-integrated plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) 

populations. This model can be utilized to optimally manage the PEV fleet to: (1) deliver contracted grid services, 

(2) supply drivers with sufficiently charged PEVs, and (3) minimize charging costs.  

Acha et al. [14] presented a time coordinated optimal power flow (TCOPF) tool to illustrate the tradeoffs 

distribution network operators that might encounter when implementing various load control approaches of 

electric vehicles. The resolution framework is the stochastic dynamic programming, coupled with on-line 

minimization so as to avoid the curse of dimensionality[15]. The proposed resolution enables to compute optimal 

power flow for each vehicle, even among large fleets. Lan et al. [16] presented a mathematical formulation and a 

dynamic programming based algorithm for optimizing EV charging given electricity prices and driving pattern. 

With smart charging, EV is recharged during the lowest electricity price period, where is also the off peak hours 

which naturally drops the possibility of grid overload during the peak load hours. Iversen et al. [17] introduced an 

efficient stochastic dynamic programming model to optimally charge an electric vehicle while accounting for the 

uncertainty inherent to its use. With this aim in mind, driving patterns are described by an inhomogeneous Markov 

model that is fitted using data collected from the utilization of an electric vehicle. Foley et al. [18] introduced the 

impacts that EV charging can have in an actual working wholesale electricity market. EV charging profiles were 

produced for (I) off-peak and (II) peak EV charging scenarios. The results from these scenarios were analyzed to 

quantify the consequential effects of the additional EV load on the power system. Nguyen et al. [19] proposed 

charging strategies to reduce the charging cost of the charging station under time-varying electricity price signals. 

The random time arrival and random time departure of vehicle was taken into account. The performance of the 

proposed strategies was validated by simulations for a charging station of 50 electric vehicles in real time 

conditions. Vayá and Andersson [20] aimed to minimize charging costs while satisfying PEVs’ flexible demand. 

To take driver end-use constraints into account the fleet is modeled as a virtual storage resource with power and 

energy characteristics that depend on vehicle behavior.  

Wang et al. [21] considered a special EV network composed of fixed routes for an EV fleet, where each EV moves 

along its own cyclic tour of depots. By setting up a recharging station at a depot, an EV can recharge its battery 

for no longer than a pre-specified duration constraint. Authors presented an optimal deployment of recharging 

stations and an optimal recharging schedule for each EV such that all EVs can continue their tours in the planning 

horizon with minimum total costs. Lam et al. [22] studied an EV charging station placement problem for looking 

the best locations to construct charging stations in smart city planning. The authors gave a mathematical 

programming model with quadratic constraints and proposed four solution methods (iterative MILP, greedy 

approach, effective MILP and Chemical Reaction Optimization heuristics). Wang [23] proposed a set covering 

model with nonlinear constraints to address the electric scooter recharging facility location problem. It also 

considers the candidate sites, located on a given route or path of a single origin and destination (OD) and is 

validated on an island to recharge the recreation-oriented electric scooters for tourists. Wang [24] authors 

formulated a battery exchange station location model on a single path by a mixed integer program that can address 

multiple OD routing demands on that path which is based on [23]. Wang and Lin in [25] further extended research 

to calculate a minimum cost recharging facility location problem that considers intercity OD round-trips. A hybrid 

model with dual objectives of minimum cost and maximum coverage was formulated by Wang and Wang in [26]. 

The presented hybrid model could account for the travel of both inter-city and intra-city distances. MirHassani 



and Ebrazi [27] formulated a flexible MIP model based on the assumptions presented by Kuby and Lim [28]. The 

presented model was more efficient than previous set covering models. Hosseini and MirHassani in [29] 

considered the traffic flow uncertainty in determining the locations for both permanent and portable refueling 

stations. Hosseini and MirHassani in [30] considered the waiting time to build recharging stations at capacitated 

recharging stations for given locations. If the number of EVs exceeded the station capacity, a queue is formed.  

In summary, our paper differs from previous works in the aspect of calculating the detailed optimal recharging 

plans in addition to the optimal location decisions. We have integrated the activity based modelling to calculate 

the proportion of population which can be served by the electric vehicle recharging model. Using the operational 

activity based model for Flanders region in Belgium, we used realistic trip data to find the time based usage of 

quick charging stations.  

3. Simulation model for electric vehicle charging 
A simulation tool is described in this paper which calculates charging requirements of BEVs depending upon their 

travel demand then plans a charging strategy to fulfil the travel requirements. The simulation model inputs the 

daily travel schedules planned by an activity-based model and evaluates the feasibility of schedules which can be 

executed using the electric vehicles. Each schedule has different characteristics in terms of number of home-to-

home tours, trips in each tour and charging time when vehicle is parked at home or at work. If a vehicle is 

sufficiently charged while parking at home/work, this is the most efficient solution which does not lose any time. 

If home and work charging is insufficient, then a charging station is selected during a trip in a tour to charge the 

battery using fast chargers. This results in time loss that is compensated in the last home activity in the schedule.  

A conceptual framework is presented in the next section which describes the working of the model; it describes 

different modules, their functions and the interaction among these modules. The next subsection provides a more 

technical solution that is used to implement the model. It presents the architecture of the model along with technical 

details.   

3.1. Conceptual framework  

A conceptual overview of the framework is expressed in the Figure 1, which shows the principle of operation at 

an abstract level. There are four main parts in the system. 1) EV Agent 2) Quick charging station (QCS) Selector 

that is part of EV Agent but has its unique role 3) QCS use administrator and 4) power consumption tracker. Each 

electric vehicle in the system is represented by a unique EV Agent which uses the planning algorithm to devise the 

charging strategy. EV agent fetches its daily travel schedule and determines whether all of the travels can be 

completed if the vehicle is charged only at home and if possible work locations. It is assumed that each electric 

vehicle owner has a charging facility at the home location. In addition to this, a predefined fraction of the EV users 

having a work activity can charge at their work premises. A detailed statistic on modelling the charging facilities 

and infrastructure for experiment is described in section 4.1. If charging at home and at work is insufficient, then 

EV agent uses the QCS selection module which interacts with QCS use administrator module to get information 

of location, occupancy rate and availability of quick chargers at all quick charging stations. Depending upon the 

travel time and distance required to travel to quick charging station, waiting and charging time, the QCS selection 

module selects the optimal station with minimum time loss. Using the selected QCS the EV agent updates the 

schedule to compensate the lost time due to charging activity. Power consumption tracker keeps track of total 

energy consumed by the electric vehicles for charging either at home, work or quick charging stations.   
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Figure 1 conceptual framework for recharging of electric vehicle  

3.1.1. Daily travel schedules  

Daily travel schedules planned by an activity-based model are used as input to this model. The initial schedule for 

every inhabitant of Flanders (Belgium) is generated by the FEATHERS; an activity-based model described in 

[31]. In the FEATHERS context a schedule is a sequence of episodes for a period of 24 h. Each episode consists 

of a journey (trip) and an activity. 

 
:Schedule Episode 

                      (3.1) 

 
:Episode Trip Activity

                                         (3.2) 

The trip is characterized by a tuple (origin, destination, start time, duration, mode). The activity is characterized 

by a tuple (activity type, location, duration). All trip attributes except for the mode can be derived from the 

consecutive activities in between which it is enclosed. For each member of the synthetic population (also called a 

user), a schedule is predicted.  

The first and last activities in the schedule are always home activities. There can be one or more intermediate 

home activities other than the first and last home activities in a schedule. A home-to-home tour is a sequence of 

episodes where, except for the first and last ones, no intermediate home activity occurs. Hence, a schedule consists 

of one or more home-to-home tours. Note that the first home activity of the day has a zero trip. 

3.1.2. EV Agent 

Each electric vehicle contains an independent virtual object called EV agent. It plays central role in planning 

charging strategy for electric vehicle. When a user registers its day-ahead travel schedule, it optimizes the charging 

strategy and updates the schedule to adjust it to any time loss occurring due to stopover at a quick charging station. 



Stopover at quick charging station is only considered if charging at home and or work is not sufficient to complete 

the all schedules trip in a day. Hence, EV agent completes the charging planning in two steps.  

I. Charging at home and if possible at work  

II. If charging at home and work is insufficient then charging at one of the quick charging stations.   

3.1.3. Charging planning process without detour 

Upon receiving the schedule for the next day (24 hours), EV agent starts planning the charging process. The first 

step of the process is to evaluate if charging only at home or work location is feasible to use EV for a tour. Suppose 

that a car C receives its traveling schedule S of a day D. A day D consists of 96 periods p where each period is 15 

[min] long. It is assumed that Car has its battery SOC at some INITSOC level at start of the day. For all trips T in 

each tour of schedule S where car C is used as transport mode, the planner ensures that the car battery is charged 

enough so that it does not go below to the minimum level during the trip. DCD (deepest charge depletion) level 

of the battery is used as the minimum threshold for battery SOC for all trips. In case of battery SOC goes below 

to the minimum level after a particular trip, a time slot is selected between two time periods 𝑡0 and 𝑡1, where 𝑡1 is 

the last period before the trip and 𝑡0 is the last period when the battery was full. Similar to period p, a 15 [min] 

time window is used to for the terms of time slot in this optimization process.  In case of no battery full event 

found, starting period of the tour is used as 𝑡0. The first slot from the list that fulfills the following conditions is 

selected to charge the car:  

1. The vehicle is not traveling during the complete period associated with the time slot. It should have some 

parking moments during the period at a location where a charging is possible. 

2. The time slot is not already booked for this vehicle.  

If any slot is found, the planner first determines the energy that can charged during the slot. It depends upon the 

power of the charger that will be used for charging at the found time slot. Therefore, the planner first determines 

the location where car will be parked at the found time slot (i.e. either at home or at work). Then, it determines 

the vehicle presence time at this location overlapped with period of found slot. Using the presence time and charger 

power it calculates the maximum energy 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥  that can be charged at this particular slot. Then it calculates the 

effective energy that is planned to charge at this slot by taking the minimum of required energy to meet minimum 

energy level constraint, the amount of energy that can be charged during this slot and the amount of the energy 

that can be charged before the battery gets full during already planned charging in successive slots.  This effective 

energy is added to the battery SOC. If this optimization process successfully iterates over all trips to keep the 

battery SOC above minimum level at each point in time, this schedule is marked as “feasible”. In case charging at 

all slots where a charging facility is available is insufficient to travel all the trips, the schedule is marked as 

“infeasible”. In case a feasible charging pattern is found, information about charging events is sent to register at 

power consumption tracker. In case of infeasible situation, EV agent uses its QCS selector module to make a 

stopover at any QCS station to charge during the tour. Section 3.1.4 provides complete description on design and 

working of QCS selector module. 

Algorithm 1 shows the main components of the charging planning process without a detour used by the EV agent. 

Lines 1-5 perform general initialization by receiving the inputs.  Lines 6-31 determine the optimal set of charging 

slots. Lines 34-41 specify the required minimum SOC at the end of trip T before the next trip is processed.  

3.1.4. QCS Selector 

Quick charging station (QCS) is a fast charging facility installed on a particular location; it contains a depot of 

fast DC chargers. A QC station has a fixed number of chargers of identical power [kW]. Hence, each QC station 

is characterized by its location, the number of chargers installed on the premises and the charging power. 

The quick charger selection module selects the QCS out of all reachable QC stations to be used for charging during 

a trip by the EV which yields minimum time loss. Reachable QCS stations are those which can be reached by the 

EV during a trip with given the SOC at the start of the tour. The QCS selections module interacts with the QCS 

use administrator to get information about available QCS, their location, already booked charging events and 



waiting requests for each minute of the day. A charging event contains information about charging starting time, 

charging duration and charged energy during the event.  

Algorithm 1 - Algorithm for optimized charging plan of an EV without detour 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 

 

Input: 
                                                                                                                      
S ← read()                                                                                                                         
chargingFacility[n] ← read()                                                                                                                  
chargingPower[n]← read() 
C.SOC[0] ← INITSOC                                                                         

Begin: 
for all T ∈ S.TourSet().trips() do                                                                                                                      

𝑡1 ← T.startTime() 
minLevel ← minReqdBatteryLevel () 
while C.SOCatEndOfTrip(T) < minLevel do                                                       

𝑡0 ← lastTsFullBattPred(T)                                         
cs ← usableSlotIn(𝑡0, 𝑡1)                                                     
if cs ≠null  AND chargingFacility[S.location(cs)] is available then 

S.markAsPlanned(cs) 
chrgPwr ← chargingPower[S.location(cs)]                                                                               
Ereq ← energyRequired(cs)                           
∆t ← durationAt(s.location(cs))                           
𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓,← min(𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑞 , 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 (chrgPwr, ∆t), 𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐶  (S.SOC[cs]))                               
C.SOC[cs + 1] ← C.SOC[cs] + 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 
E[cs] ← E[cs] − 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 
cs.markAsScheduled(cs) 

else 
Break for loop 

end if 
minLevel ← minReqdBatteryLevel ()  

end while 
end for 
if s.index(T) = Last AND  C.SOCatEndOfTrip(T) <  C.DCD 

S.mark(“infeasible”) 
else  

S.mark(“feasible”) 
end if 

End 
 
Function minReqdBatteryLevel() 

If S.index(T) = LastTrip 
minLevel ← INITSOC 

else 
minLevel ← C.DCD 

end if 
return minLevel 

end Function 
 

 

An example of a schedule where a charging activity has to insert is shown in the Figure 2. A schedule consists of 

8 activities and 7 trips in between them. There are two home-based tours. The first tour consists of 5 activities 

(Home-Pick/Drop-Work-Shopping) and 4 trips with numbering from 1 to 4. There are two reachable QCS stations 

where QCS1 can be used during trip 2 and QCS2 can be used during trip 3. Out of 2 QC stations, 2nd QCS is 

selected because total time required to use QCS2 (15 min) is less than that of QCS1 (18 min).  
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Figure 2 - An example to select a QCS with minimum time loss 

QCS selector being part of the EV agent already contains the daily schedule S of the user. It also contains the 

information of the SOC level at the start of each home-based tour (HH tour). Assume that schedule S contains h 

number of HH tours, where each tour H starts with a unique INITSOC[H]. Each tour H consists of t trips where 

departure location of first trip is always same as arrival location of last trip which is home. Each trip T in tour H 

has its departure location, arrival location, distance, starting time of the trip and its travel duration. If QCSList 

contains all QCS in study area, then QCS selector module selects one qcs station using following steps: 

Starting the tour with initial SOC, it lists determines all reachable (candidate) QCS stations during each trip. 

Assume that candidateList[T] contains the reachable QCS during trip T in tour H. Each car C is modelled so that 

it has its unique energy consumption rate [kWh/km]; further details about electric vehicle technical characteristics 

are described in section 4.1.2. A qcs from QCSList is added to candidateList for Trip T if condition (3.4)  holds. 
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                                                    (3.4) 

Then it prunes the candidate list by discarding the QCS from the list of each trip which are infeasible to complete 

the tour if user departs from that particular QCS with full battery. If car C has battery capacity batCap, range of 

the vehicle is calculated as shown in equation(3.5). Starting with full range of the vehicle, any qcs in candidateList 

of QCS for a trip T is thrown away if condition (3.6) does not hold. 
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                                                                                                (3.5) 
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                                                                  (3.6) 



QcsSelector enumerates over the feasible list of QCS to calculate the travel time, waiting time and charging time. 

Hence, the excess trip duration caused by the requirement to charge at each qcs in candidateList for each Trip T 

is shown in equation(3.10).  Waiting time at the qcs station is calculated as difference in arrival time at qcs and 

first consecutive availability of any charger at the qcs for chargingTime [min] duration. 
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                                    (3.10) 

The QCS that has the minimum time required is considered optimal qcs to be used for charging during the tour.   

 ( )

( )

( ) ( )
T Trip H

qcs candidateList T

optimal qcs time qcsMin






                                                                                              (3.11) 

After a selection of QCS, the initial schedule is updated and lost time is accounted. The trip T during which an 

optimal qcs is found, is decomposed into two trips 𝑇1 and  𝑇2 and a charging activity 𝐴𝑐 is inserted in between the 

trips. The replacement of a trip with two trips and a charging activity increases the total schedule duration that is 

adjusted by decreasing the duration of last home activity. Assume that 𝐴ℎ
𝑑𝑢𝑟 is the last home activity duration in 

the schedule, then new duration is calculated using following equation.  

 
 1 2

dur dur dur

h h cA A T A T T    
                                                                                                                (3.12) 

An example is shown in the Figure 3 to illustrate the insertion of a charging activity in the schedule. Consider a 

charging activity that was required to complete the tour from home activity 𝐴0 to the home activity 𝐴3 which 

requires to travel the trips 𝑡1, 𝑡2 and 𝑡3. Assume that the optimal location for charging is found during the trip 𝑡2. 

Hence, a charging activity 𝐴𝑐 has to be inserted during the trip 𝑡2 that will be replaced by 2 trips 𝑡21 and 𝑡22; first 

from previous location to the charging station and second from charging station to the next activity. When trip 𝑡2 

is replaced by two trip and charging activity, it will shift the succeeding activities to the future that eventually 

increases the day length. Hence, increased total schedule duration is adjusted into last home activity.  



 

Algorithm 2 shows the steps used for charging station selection and updated the schedule after charging activity 

insertion.  Line 4-24 show the method of filtering charging station, which can be used for quick charging during 

the travel. Line 26 shows how to find the optimal QCS out of all candidates in the list. Lines 26-30 describe the 

steps for inserting the charging activity and schedule update. 

Algorithm 2 - Algorithm to select a QCS with minimum time loss 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 

Input: 
                                                                                                                      
S ← read()                                                                                                                         

Begin: 
for all H ∈ S.TourSet() do                                                                                                                      

                             initRange = INITSOC(H)/EnergyCons(C) 
fullRange = BatteryCapacity(C)/EnergyCons(C) 
distanceTravlled ← 0 
remainingTourDistance ← Tour(H).distance() 
for all  𝑇 ← H.tripSet() do 
        remainingTourDistance ←  remainingTourDistance  - distance(T)   
       for all qcs ← QCS  do 
               if distanceTravelled + distanceMatrix[departLoc(T)][qcs]≤ initRange 
                   AND  remainingTourDistance + distanceMatrix[qcs][arrivalLos(T)]≤ fullRange 

                                                   candidateList[T] ←  qcs 
                                           end if 
                                   end for 
                                   time[T][qcs]=TravelTime[departLoc(T)][qcs]+ 
                                                              +TravelTime[qcs][arrivalLoc(T)]+ 
                                                              +waitingTime(qcs, reqCharging(T, qcs), arrivalTimeAtQCS) 
                                                              +chargingTime(power(qcs), reqCharging(T, qcs)) 
                                                              -duration(T) 
                                   distanceTravlled  ←  distanceTravlled  + distance(T)                                    
                             end for 
                     end for 
                     optimalQCS ← Min(Time[qcs]) of all QCS in candidateList for all Trips T in tour H     
                     if  optimalQCS ≠ null 
                           chargingActivity ← createChargingActivity(optimalQCS)  
                           insertActivityInSchedule(chargingActivity) 
                           updateSchedule() 
                     end if 
           END 
 

3.1.5. QCS use administration service 

This service manages the use of charging stations to ensure that none of the station is overbooked. It keeps track 

of bookings made for each station. Depending upon the current booked status, this service also provides the 

waiting time for any new charging request at given station for given duration at any time of the day. In this study, 

we assume that qcs administration service manages all qcs stations in the study area and provides communication 

channel to receive charging requests from EV agents, provides the response back to them, and to communicate 

Figure 3 - An example to insert a charging activity in a schedule and update the lost time 
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with all charging stations as well. This administration service keeps track of all completed and active occupation 

and registered request for the complete day at all stations. 

During the process of finding optimal charging station, QCS selector sends requests to administration service for 

each qcs in candidateList with the amount of energy it wants to charge and the arrival time at qcs. The 

administration service calculates and replies with waiting time at each qcs to charge the required energy. QCS 

selector finds the optimal charging station having minimum total activity time which includes travelling, waiting 

and charging time, and sends another request to administration service to register the charging request with given 

optimal charging station. The service registers the requesting vehicle at given charging station by registering the 

assignment of charging place at given QCS to the vehicle. 

Assume that there are n charging stations where each charging station has m charging points. Each request to get 

waiting time contains qcs, energy (eng) to be charged and time of arrival (𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟) at the station. Since each QCS 

station contains m charging points, it keeps record of occupation of each charging point at the station for the 

complete day. Charging point can have either available or occupied status for each minute of the day. At the start 

of the day, each charging point at all QC stations is set as available. When a new charging request is assigned to 

a charging point at a given QCS, it is set as occupied from charging start time to finish time. To evaluate the 

waiting time to get an available charging point to start delivering energy, the administration service first calculates 

the time a charging point i will take to deliver the required energy, then it computes its earliest consecutive 

availability equal to charging duration. This difference in earliest availability and arrival time at qcs is the waiting 

time when charging point i is considered. Then for each QCS stations, it takes the minimum waiting time of each 

charging point i, and sends this back to requester. Algorithm 3 shows the functions to calculate the waiting time 

and assigning a charging request to a charging point.  

Algorithm 3 - Algorithm to calculate waiting time and assigning a request to charging point 
 

1. 
2. 
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4. 
5. 
6. 
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8. 
9. 

10. 
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          Function getWaitingTime(qcs, eng, arrivalTime) 

for all i ∈ qcs.chargingPointsSet do                                                                                                                      
                             chargingDuration ← eng/i.power() 

for all t in [arrivalTime , minutesInDay – chargingDuration] 
        if i.isAvailable(t, chargingDuration) 
            Break for loop    
        end if 

                             end for 
                             Time[i] ← (t - arrivalTime) 
                     end for 
                     waitingTime ← Min(Time[i])  
                      
           END 
 
          Function getWaitingTime(qcs, chargingStartTime, finishTime, chargingPoint) 

for all t ∈ in [chargingStartTime, finishTime] do                                                                                                                      
                             chargingPoint [t] ← setOccupied() 
                     end for  
                      
           END 

3.1.6. Power consumption tracker 

Power consumption tracker keeps record of used energy for charging electric vehicles at any location; at home, 

office or charging station. When a feasible charging plan is found, the power consumed is registered for statistics 

purpose. If a charging plan is found without visiting a charging station, EV agent send the consumption to energy 

user service. Each consumption record contains the location, consumed power with starting and finish time stamps. 

Similarly, when a charging station serves any vehicle, it also sends the consumption data to the energy use service.   

3.2. Simulation Implementation and technical details  

A software simulation is implemented using Java to experiment the theoretical framework described above. Daily 

activity schedules of individuals, which are used as source input to feed the model are created by the FEATHERS 



activity-based model. An individual may have a conventional combustion engine vehicle or a battery only vehicle. 

All those individuals who have BEV are used as input to the model. 
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Figure 4 - UML class diagram of the proposed simulation model 

Software is implemented using four modules that are bridged using interfaces. The entityManager module 

provides the model of input to the software. It mainly contains the list of Person objects. Each Person object has 

information about the household attributes (i.e. location, household composition), one Schedule object and one 

car object. The car can be either a combustion engine vehicle (CEV) or a battery only vehicle (BEV). Each BEV 

vehicle has attributes of current state of charge (SOC), its energy consumption rate per unit distance, battery 

capacity, and its deepest charging depletion level.  Each Schedule has many Episodes, where each Episode object 

has one Trip and one Activity. Each Trip has its departure time, duration, departure location, arrival location, and 

transport mode. Each Activity object has its starting time, duration, location, and type of the activity. The next 

important bundle is QCSAdministrator, which has a class QCSManager to manage the use of all charging stations. 

QCSManager has many QuickChargingStation objects. Each QuickChargingStation object has a location and list 

of ChargingPoint objects. Each ChargingPoint object has its charging power [kW] at which it can deliver energy 

and a list of ChargingEvent objects. Each ChargingEvent has information about charging start time, duration, 

delivered energy and a reference to vehicle that uses the event. Another module is PowerConsumptionTracker 



that has PowerConsManager to keep track of used electricity for BEVs at any location (i.e. at home, work, or 

charging station). Each PowerConsManager object contains a list of Consumption object where each object of 

Consumption contains information of one charging activity with details of charging start time, duration and 

location. The most important bundle EVAgent contains a ChargingManager and provides two classes for the 

charging planning process. ChargingPlannerWithoutDetour provides the implementation of finding suitable 

charging strategy if vehicle can execute all of its trips with charging only either at home or at work places. On the 

other hand, the QCSSelector class provides the implementation to find the optimal location of quick charging 

station if vehicle have to make a stop during a trip in the tour to recharge battery. Figure 4 shows the UML class 

diagram of all modules in the software.  

Figure 5 shows the UML sequence diagram of interactions that occur between different entities in the application. 

When an individual has his schedule for next day and it has at least one tour using BEV transport mode, BEV starts 

the charging planning process. BEV sends a request to ChargingManager to find a charging plan for given 

schedule. ChargingManager first sends a request to ChargingPlannerWithoutDetour to find a charging plan by 

charging only at home and work locations. If this module finds a feasible plan, it requests to 

PowerConsumptionTracker to register the consumptions. Then it sends a response back to ChargingManager. If 

the response was infeasible, ChargingManager sends a request to QCSSelector to find an optimal QCS for 

charging. QCSSelector sends a request to QCSManager to get waiting time to get charging point at given QCS. 

After the response is received, QCSSelector finds the optimal QCS and request to QCSManager to register the 

charging activity at given QCS for given time and duration. QCSManager requests to PowerConsumptionTracker 

to register the consumption for newly registered charging activity. QCSSelector sends the response back to 

ChargingManager with found charging activity. ChargingManager inserts the charging activity into the schedule 

and update the starting time of all succeeding activities. At the last step, ChargingManager sends an updated 

schedule back to BEV. 

 

Figure 5 - UML sequence diagram of the proposed simulation model 
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4. Simulation experiment and results 

4.1. Input data 

4.1.1. Tours characteristics  

As described earlier, daily travel schedules used to calculate travel demand are created by FEATHERS an activity-

based model. FEAHERS create daily schedules of 2395514 schedules, out of which 1942497 schedules contain 

at least one car tour. Figure 6 shows the frequency of tours for different ranges of distance. On the x-axis, it shows 

the distance range of different bins and on y-axis it shows the frequency of the tours which belong to the particular 

distance range. From the figure, it is clear that distances of more than 50% of tours are less than 30 km. On the 

other hand, almost 3% of trips are more 200 km long.  

 

 

Figure 6 - frequency distribution chart of tour distance 

 

4.1.2. Electric vehicle categories  

Electric cars are subdivided into the categories small, medium, large similar to what is done in [32]. In order to 

estimate the energy requirement, one needs to know the contribution of each one of those categories to the 

complete vehicle set similar to what is done in [33] [34] [35]. Belgian government statistics provide a classification 

of internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles based on the motor cylinder volume: they provide a distribution of 

the registered cars using that classification. We state the one-to-one mapping of categories given in Table 1 that 

shows market share and technical characteristics for each category. Vehicle characteristics in the table have been 

derived from data in [32] and [36], the market share figures have been taken from the Belgian federal government 

2009 statistics (PARC010 Transport Indicator) [37] Taking market share for BEV of 10% of the total vehicle fleet, 

we sample 194249 schedules from the complete set using a uniform distribution.   

To charge EVs at home or work places two types of chargers are considered: 3.3 [kVA] and 7.2 [kVA] chargers 

compatible with the Flemish grid. Our model distinguishes between home and work location chargers. The power 

value for home chargers is assumed to depend on the car category: smaller cars are equipped with a less powerful 

charger. On the other hand, companies offering car charging facilities provide powerful chargers in order to save 

time and extend the distance that can be bridged during one day. In Belgium, employers are believed to allow 

company car (CC) drivers to charge at the work location because that is less expensive than providing fuel cards 

to employees. However, for technical reasons, some companies cannot provide the required infrastructure. The 



fraction of actors who can charge batteries at the work location has been determined as a fraction of company car 

drivers. It has been assumed that 50% of the work locations provides suitable infrastructure for battery charging.  

Table 1 - Technical characteristics of electric vehicle categories and charging equipment at home and work 

 Vehicle categories 

Equivalent engine cylinder volume [cc] (ICEV category) V < 1400 1400 ≤ V ≤ 2000 2000 > V 

Market share (from Belgian government statistics) 0.496  0.364 0.140 

EV category small Medium Large 

Battery capacity (kWh) 10 20 35 

Range (km) 100 130 180 

Energy consumption (kWh/km) : lower limit 0.090 0.138 0.175 

Energy consumption (kWh/km) : upper limit 0.110 0.169 0.214 

Charger type at home : Prob(3.3[kW]) 0.8 0.4 0.1 

Charger type at home : Prob (7.2[kW]) 0.2 0.6 0.9 

Charger type at work : Prob (3.3[kW]) 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Charger type at work : Prob (7.2[kW]) 0.9 0.9 0.9 

 

4.1.3. Quick Charging stations  

Each quick charging station has a pool of quick chargers where charging power of each charger may vary. Quick 

chargers are rated as level III chargers in technical categories. Level III or quick chargers have charging power 

from 43 kW to 50 kW. Using 50 kW charger, an electric vehicle having large battery of 35 kWh can be recharged 

completely in 42 minutes only. 11 quick chargers which are installed in Belgium are used to test the described 

simulation tool. Information about location of quick charging stations is taken from [37] which provides 

independent and real-time view of all charging stations in specified region [38]. Figure 7 shows the location of all 

11 quick chargers used in this study. It is worth to note that all chargers are installed in vicinity of Brussels region 

while travel schedules cover the complete Flanders region. Hence, it may become infeasible to use these chargers 

for those EV drivers who only travel in far east and west areas from Brussels. 

 

Figure 7 - Geographic locations of quick charging stations in Flanders 



4.2. Experimental results 

According to the scenario used to test the simulation, all 11 charging stations are assumed to have 25 charging 

points where each charging point can deliver energy with 40 kW power. Waiting time at QC station depends upon 

the number of vehicles that have already booked a charging slot at give charging station. Figure 8 shows the 

frequency of waiting time on all charging stations. An upper bound of the waiting is used as 200 minutes. Although 

waiting for a long duration is not realistically compatible, for simulation we used this number just to add an upper 

bound constraint. In figure is apparently visible that waiting time of around 50% requests is up to 50 minutes. 

Waiting time is a function of installed charging points on each charging station. Changing the number of charging 

points on each QCS will generate different waiting time distribution.  

Figure 9 shows the distribution of total time lost after inserting a charging activity into the schedule. Time lost 

contains the waiting time, charging time and difference in travel time of replaced original trip with two new trips 

bridging the original departure and arrival location with charging station. Looking at the figure, it is apparently 

visible that around 50% of the charging request lose up to 60 minutes of time from the schedule.  

Figure 10 shows the occupancy of all 25 charging point on 8 charging stations. All parts of the figure show the 

time of the day [minute] on x-axis while y-axis represents the number of occupied charger at each minute during 

the day. The day starts from 03:00 am (180 [minutes]) in the morning and ends at the same time (1620 [minute]) 
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Figure 8- Frequency distribution of waiting time for electric vehicles at all charging stations 
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of the next day. From figure it is apparently visible that charging stations are completely occupied mostly during 

the morning and evening travel peaks.  

Average time for planning a charging strategy for one vehicle took 190 milliseconds on a machine with following 

specifications. Processor type: Intel Xeon X5670, Number of processors 2, Cores/processor 12, Threads/processor 

24, Clock frequency 2.95 GHz, Memory 128 GB. 

5. Conclusion and future work 
A planning simulation model is presented which evaluates the feasibility of electric vehicles driving range when 

recharging is considered at home, work or at quick charging station. The daily schedules predicted by FEATHERS 

for whole population of Flanders, Belgium are passed to the charging planner that finds the optimal charging 

location for users who cannot complete their planned schedule without an intermediate charging. A new charging 

activity is added in the schedule after assigning location to specified trip. The total duration of the schedule is 

adjusted due to insertion of charging activities. All the chargers are installed around Brussels, which makes 

  

  

  

  
Figure 10 - Use of quick charging stations over the day. Horizontal axis represents time of the day from 180 to 1620 

minutes and vertical axis represents the number of occupied chargers during the day 
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difficult for BEV users from farfetched areas of Flanders to reach and recharge at these stations. It is clear from 

the results that different quick charging stations attract different number of customers due to their reachability. 

The results have also shown that average travel time is greater than average charging duration, which is a major 

prevention to adoption of this charging behavior. This travel time could be minimized by better location 

optimization of quick chargers. Our results can serve as a good start for future study in designing better constraints. 

This leads to more accurate estimate on the battery consumption and recharging, time so that it would give a more 

accurate recharging planning. It can support facility location decisions as well to be compared with existing work. 

A similar kind of technique may be employed to deal with more difficult problem such as the location routing 

problem for an EV fleet.  

The presented framework has the ability to be extended so that it could be helpful to find the candidate positions 

for installation of new infrastructure.  For future research, we may proceed the following studies: (1) a travel 

execution model which takes care of more accurate street address based travel time and re-optimizes the booked 

charging requests (2) the investigation of the topics of the optimal deployment for new charging stations.  
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